Game Sheet

Neo Spin
This 10 payline slot is a nod to the 80’s with its colour, style and sci-fi type genre.
Backed by 80’s music, this is as much fun to play as it is rewarding.
Neo Spin with its fast turns, free spins and
expanding wild, all make a trip back in
time very rewarding for players.
This is a much nicer way to learn
geometry, with hexagonal spheres,
triangles and cuboids spinning around,
together with a few regular symbols like
the 7 and bar. Take some time out to play
Neo Spin and experience for yourself the
pleasure in playing this slot.
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Game Sheet
RTP
96,7

Total:

General game attributes
Max win based on 1
billion rounds
simulation

€ 0,20

Min bet

€ 0.20

Default bet

€1

Max bet

Game Features

Win probabilities

Expanding Wild Prism Symbol

Big Win (bet multiplier 8+)
Super Win (bet multiplier 12+)
Mega Win (bet multiplier 16+)
Epic Win (bet multiplier 20+)

If the wild symbol, present on reels 2-4,
lands in the window, it expands
vertically to cover all positions on the
reel in question after which lines are
evaluated; it then sticks for a free respin
where all other reels spin as normal.
Any line wins on first respin is
multiplied by 2. If additional wild
symbols land in the window, they too
expand before line evaluation and
respin procedure is repeated where all
wins are multiplied by 3

Win both ways!
The 10 fixed paylines are evaluated
left-to-right and right-to-left.

€ 250

Max exposure
(max win * maxbet)
Variance

€ 672 375

Medium/High

Layout

5x3

Betways

10

Channels

Desktop,
Mobile

Base game
Max win

x2000

Hit frequency in
Base game

1 in 4

Wild Prism Symbol
frequency
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x2689,50

1 in 13

